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Abstract
Spin-dependent diffraction occurs in helimagnet-related transport processes. In this work,
we investigated quantum pumping properties in the normal-metal/helimagnet/normal-metal het-
erostructure driven by two out of phase time-dependent gate potentials. At the condition when one
of the diffracted beams goes out of the horizon the pumped charge and spin currents demonstrate
sharp dips and rises as a function of the helimagnet spiral wavevector q. At small and large q’s, the
transmission and pumping properties approach the behaviors of a ferromagnet and an insulating
barrier, respectively. For different helimagnet spiral periods, the diffracted angles are different. As
a result, the pumped charge and spin currents demonstrate multiple maximal and minimal peaks
as a function of q, hence, sensitively depend on the helimagnet spin configuration. All the pumping
properties can be interpreted by the quantum gate-switching mechanisms.
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I. INTRODUCTION
When one or more cyclically slowly varying time-dependent system parameters encircle
a finite area in the parameter space with nonzero inside Berry curvature, a dc current can
be generated in a mesoscopic conductor at zero bias1–6. As one of the simplest dynamic pro-
cesses, quantum pumping serves as a platform to reveal novel properties of newly-discovered
quantum states. From the Majorana states7 to Klein tunneling in graphene8,9, from spin-
orbit-coupling effect10 to topological insulating states11,12, and etc., the pumped current dis-
plays their unique quantum features. Also, spin-dependent pumped current is observed in
ferromagnet-involved and spin-orbit-coupling-affected mesoscopic transport systems driven
by magnetization precession or gate potential oscillation10,13–18. However, quantum pump-
ing properties of spatially-nonuniform magnetic states such as the helimagnet was seldom
investigated.
Helimagnet is a kind of stable magnetic structure with spatially-nonuniform
magnetization19,20. Its spin spirals in space in two or three dimensions. Transmission
diffraction occurs in helimagnet-related transport processes21,22. A spin-field-effect tran-
sistor is proposed based on the two-dimensional electron gas at the surface of multiferroic
oxides with a transverse helical magnetic order23. Tunneling anisotropic magnetoresistance
was observed in the helimagnet tunnel junction20. In a conducting helimagnet embedded
waveguide, the conductance demonstrates Fano resonance properties, which are shaped by
the helimagnet configuration24. Besides static transport properties, Tserkovnyak et al. con-
sidered the time-dependent magnetic order parameter driven quantum pumping properties
in helimagnets and analyzed the evolution of the magnetic spiral25. In their studies, the heli-
magnet spiral varies in time and the sharp diffraction spectrum cannot be seen. In this work,
we consider the quantum pumping properties in the normal-metal/helimagnet/normal-metal
(NM/HM/NM) heterostructure driven by two out of phase time-dependent gate potentials
and investigate the diffraction induced phenomenons. It is found that at the condition when
the diffracted beam goes out of the horizon the scattering matrix Berry curvature demon-
strates sharp peaks and as a result the pumped current demonstrates multiple dips and rises
as a function of the HM spiral wavevector.
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II. THEORETICAL FORMULATION
We consider the normal-metal/helimagnet/normal-metal (NM/HM/NM) triple-layer het-
erostructure modulated by two ac gate potentials depicted in Fig. 1. The Hamiltonians in
the NM and HM layers can be formulated respectively as:
HNM = − ~22me∇2 + V1 (t) , z < 0, z > d,
HHM = − ~22m∗∇2 + J(z)nr · σ + V0 + V2 (t) , 0 < z < d,
(1)
where d is the thickness of the HM layer. me and m
∗ are the free and HM multiferroic oxides’
effective electron masses respectively. σ is the Pauli vector. J(z)n
r
is the space-dependent
exchange field following the helicity of the HM spiral with n
r
= [sin θr, 0, cos θr], θr = q¯m · r,
and q¯m = [q, 0, 0].
V1 (t) = −V1ω cos (ωt) , (2)
and
V2 (t) = V2ω cos (ωt+ φ) . (3)
ω is the driving frequency and φ is the phase difference between the two ac gate potentials.
The minus symbol in V1(t) is for calculation convenience, which can be absorbed into the
Fermi energy EF and makes no difference to the physical results. From Eq. (1) it can
be seen that the exchange coupling between the electron and the localized noncollinear
magnetic moments within the barrier acts as a nonhomogenous magnetic field. Therefore,
spin-dependent diffraction of transmission can be foreseen in the situation.
We consider an ultrathin film of HM with thickness d = 20 nm, which can be approxi-
mated by a Dirac-delta function. The HM barrier reduces to a plane barrier. Its Hamiltonian
can be rewritten as
HMF = − ~
2
2m∗
∇2 + [Jnr · σ + V0 + V2(t)] dδ (z) , (4)
where we assume a single spiral layer. J = 〈J (z)〉 refers to space and momentum aver-
ages of the exchange coupling strength. It should be noted that the helimagnetic field is
sinusoidally space dependent. A multichannel-tunneling picture should be considered and
integer numbers of the helical wave vector q could be absorbed or emitted in transmission
and reflection. The two ac gate potentials V1(t) and V2(t) oscillates slowly so that the adia-
batic approximation is justified. To obtain the parameter-dependent scattering matrix, it is
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sufficient to solve the static Schro¨dinger equation. With a plane wave incidence, the general
spinor wave function in the two NM regions can be written as
Ψσ (x, y, z) = eikyy


eikxxeikzzχσ +
∑
σ′,n
rσσ
′
n e
i(kx+nq)xe−ikznzχσ′ , z < 0,∑
σ′,n
tσσ
′
n e
i(kx+nq)xeikznzχσ′ , z > 0,
(5)
with kz =
√
2mEF cos θin/~, kx =
√
2mEF sin θin cosφin/~, ky =
√
2mEF sin θin sinφin/~,
θin and φin the incident polar and azimuthal angles, respectively. Here, n is an integer rang-
ing from −∞ to∞ indexing the diffraction order. And kzn =
√
2mEF − ~2k2y − ~2(kxn)2/~,
kxn = kx + nq. No ferromagnet electrode is present. χσ are the eigenspinors of the σz-
representation. In the plane (x-y plane) perpendicular to the transport direction (z-axis),
free motion of the electron is assumed. Diffraction appears in the x-direction and ky is
conserved under translational invariance.
The reflection (rσσ
′
n ) and transmission (t
σσ′
n ) amplitudes in the nth diffraction order can
be numerically obtained from the continuity conditions20 for Ψσ(x, y, z) at z = 0.
Ψσ
(
x, y, 0−
)
= Ψσ
(
x, y, 0+
)
, (6)
~2
2me
∂Ψσ(x,y,z)
∂z
∣∣∣
z=0−
+ [V0d+ V2d+ w˜ (θr)] Ψ
σ (x, y, 0−)
= ~
2
2me
∂Ψσ(x,y,z)
∂z
∣∣∣
z=0+
,
(7)
with
w˜ (θr) = Jd

 cos θr sin θr
sin θr − cos θr

 . (8)
The continuity equation can be expressed in each diffracted order and neighboring diffraction
orders are correlated by the HM exchange coupling. Transmission amplitudes with arbitrary
order cutoff could be recursively obtained by algebra expressed in the following relations.
 −iV˜ − 2kz V˜ − 2ikz
iV˜ + 2kz V˜ − 2ikz



 tuu0
tud0

 =

 iJ˜ J˜
0 0



 tuu1
tud1

+

 0 0
−iJ˜ J˜



 tuu−1
tud−1

+

 −2kz
2kz

 ,
(9)
 −2ikzn + V˜ 0
0 −2ikzn + V˜



 tuun
tudn

+

 J˜2 iJ˜2
iJ˜
2
− J˜
2



 tuun−1
tudn−1

+

 J˜2 − iJ˜2
− iJ˜
2
− J˜
2



 tuun+1
tudn+1

 = 0.
(10)
Eq. (10) is for n 6= 0. For convenience of uniform dimension and precise numerical treatment,
we change the variables as J˜ = 2meJd/~
2 and V˜ = 2me (V0 + V2) d/~
2. Footnotes “u” and
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“d” indicate the spin-up and down states respectively. The opposite spin channels can be
treated similarly and the reflection amplitudes are equal to its transmission counterpart by
δ-barrier symmetry. Transmissivity of a spin-σ electron through the HM tunnel junction
with the incident wave vector [kx, ky, kz] to the n-th diffracted order and spin-σ
′ channel
with the outgoing wave vector [kxn, ky, kzn] reads
T σσ
′
n (EF , θin, φin) =
Re (kzn)
kz
∣∣∣tσσ′n ∣∣∣2 . (11)
As all diffracted beams originate from a single incident beam, different diffracted channels
coherently contribute to the transport properties with the total transmissivity
T σσ
′
(EF , θin, φin) =
∣∣∣∣∣
∞∑
n=−∞
Re (kzn)
kz
tσσ
′
n
∣∣∣∣∣
2
. (12)
We consider quantum pumping driven by two slowly-varying ac gate potentials V1(t) and
V2(t) (see Fig. 1). In this approach, three-order approximation is sufficiently accurate as
higher orders decrease exponentially. Numerically diffraction orders of 0 and±1 are included.
Soundness of the approximation is further confirmed by the unitarity of the scattering matrix
including the 0 and ±1 orders. The transmission amplitudes can be obtained analytically.
rud±1 = t
ud
±1 = ±ituu±1 = ±iruu±1 = irdd±1 = itdd±1 = ∓tdu±1 = ∓rdu±1
= ± J˜kz
J˜2+4kzkz±1+2i(kz+kz±1)V˜−V˜ 2
,
(13)
rud0 = t
ud
0 = −rdu0 = −tdu0
= 2iJ˜
2kz(kz−1−kz1)
[J˜2+4kzkz1+2i(kz+kz1)V˜−V˜ 2][J˜2+4kzkz−1+2i(kz+kz−1)V˜−V˜ 2]
,
(14)
tuu0 = r
uu
0 + 1 = t
dd
0 = r
dd
0 + 1
=
2kz[J˜2(kz1+kz−1+iV˜ )−(2kz+iV˜ )(−2ikz1+V˜ )(−2ikz−1+V˜ )]
[J˜2+4kzkz1+2i(kz+kz1)V˜−V˜ 2][J˜2+4kzkz−1+2i(kz+kz−1)V˜−V˜ 2]
.
(15)
The scattering matrix from an incident beam into the n-th diffracted one can be expressed
as 

bLnu
bLnd
bRnu
bRnd

 =


ruun r
du
n t
′uu
n t
′du
n
rudn r
dd
n t
′ud
n t
′dd
n
tuun t
du
n r
′uu
n r
′du
n
tudn t
dd
n r
′ud
n r
′dd
n




aL0u
aL0d
aR0u
aR0d

 = Sˆn


aL0u
aL0d
aR0u
aR0d

 . (16)
The primed elements are the transmission/reflection amplitudes backwards. Footnotes L
and R indicates the left and right electrodes respectively. Here L is the lower NM electrode
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with z < 0 and R is the upper NM electrode with z > 0. For the case of a Dirac-delta
barrier and non-ferromagnetic electrodes, t′σσ
′
n = t
σσ′
n and r
′σσ
′
n = r
σσ′
n . Symmetry in the
scattering matrix elements in Eqs. (13) to (15) is also general in transport through a Dirac-
delta barrier. Unitarity of the scattering matrix including the 0 and ±1 orders combined
can be proved numerically. The adiabatically pumped 2× 2 tensor current through the HM
tunnel junction can be calculated by5,13
Iˆ =
eω
4pi2
∮ Im
(
∞∑
m,n=−∞
Sˆ†m
∂Sˆn
∂V1
)
LL
dV1 + Im
(
+∞∑
m,n=−∞
Sˆ†m
∂Sˆn
∂V2
)
LL
dV2

k2max sin θkdθkdφk, ,
(17)
where kmax =
√
2meEF/~ and m, n are the diffraction orders. The pumped charge and spin
current follows as
Ic = Iˆ11 + Iˆ22,
Isz = Iˆ22 − Iˆ11,
Isx = −
(
Iˆ12 + Iˆ21
)
,
Isy = −i
(
Iˆ12 − Iˆ21
)
,
(18)
with the spin angular momentum flow defined in ~σ · I/2.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND INTERPRETATIONS
We consider quantum pumping driven by two ac gate potentials in the NM/HM/NM
heterostructure (see Fig. 1). In numerical calculations, the NM Fermi energy EF is set
to be 5.5 eV. Periods of short-period and long-period HMs are 3-6 nm and 18-90 nm,
respectively26. In our theoretic approach, we tuned the HM periods from zero to infinity.
For the limit of large HM periods, the results approach that of a NM/Ferromagnet/NM
heterostructure. For the limit of small HM periods, the results are identical to that of
a NM/Normal Insulator/NM heterostructure. Most HM exists in insulating Multiferroic
oxides. We set the barrier height of the HM oxide plane V0 = 0.05 eV and width d = 20
nm. We consider diffraction orders of 0 and ±1 and numerically proved that keeping the
three orders is sufficient for all q values as higher orders decrease exponentially. The driving
amplitude V1ω = V2ω = 100 meV, which is much smaller than the Fermi energy and the
HM δ-barrier strength. Phase difference between the two ac gate potentials φ is set to be
pi/2 to demonstrate relatively large pumped current. The driving frequency ω is in the
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unit of the pumped current, which can be tuned sufficiently low. Validity of the adiabatic
approximation is secured.
During transmission, the incident electron with wave vector [kx, kz] would absorb or emit
nq from the HM and be diffracted into tunnels with wave vector [kxn, kzn]. To demonstrate
the diffraction properties, transmission as a function of the HM spiral wave vector is shown
in Fig. 2. For a certain HM spiral wave vector q, when one or both of the diffracted
beams goes out of the horizon, the order 1 or/and -1 transmission vanishes at a certain
incident angle. In Eq. (11), kz±1 becomes imaginary for sufficiently large q therefore the
transmission coefficients turns to exactly zero. For the incident kx > 0, as q increases,
the order 1 diffracted beam vanishes first and the order -1 diffracted beam vanishes at a
larger q. At the particular q when the diffracted beam vanishes the zero order transmission
demonstrates sharp peaks due to abrupt fall of the diffraction strength. It could be seen from
Eqs. (13) to (15) that T σσ
′
1 (T
σσ′
−1 ) is the same for all the spin channels. The difference in spin
channels is a phase factor which affects the scattering matrix Berry curvature and pumping
properties. For small q’s in comparison with the Fermi wave vector, the diffraction angle
is extremely small and the slow variation in the transmissivity deceeds the scale resolution
of Fig. 2. J is the exchange coupling strength. The exchange coupling effect between
the traveling electron spin and the local HM magnetization counteracts the static electric
potential barrier measured by V0. Therefore the transmissivity strengthens for larger J ’s as
shown in Fig. 2. For J ’s stronger than V0, the antiferromagnetic exchange coupling itself
lifts the system energy and decreases the transmissivity.
From the vertical scale of the three panels in Fig. 2, it could be seen that the spin-
conserved zero-order transmission dominates all the three orders and all the spin channels.
For spin flipped transmission, the diffracted spectra are stronger than the zero-order ones.
Transmissivity of the spin-conserved zero-order is more than ten times larger than the spin-
flipped ±1-order transmissivity. And the spin-flipped ±1-order transmissivity is about ten
times larger than the spin-flipped zero-order transmissivity. This could be interpreted by
the spin-dependent HM grating effect. In normal diffraction effect, the first diffracted spec-
trum strength is about one-digit smaller than the zero-order spectrum. In this case, the
exponential decrease in diffracted orders agrees with general grating properties. The spa-
tial modulation is in the spin space. As a result, spin-flipped diffraction is enhanced. The
transmission of one-way incident light through sinusoidal gratings is delta-function-like strict
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lines. Analogously, direction of transmission of one-way incident electron through sinusoidal
helimagnet is discrete strict lines of different grating orders and the spin is conserved or
flipped.
When the HM spiral period is infinitely large or the spiral wavevector q = 0, the HM
reduces to a ferromagnet with spins pointing to the z-direction in our case. It could be ana-
lytically confirmed that the scattering amplitudes with the three diffracted orders combined
of the HM heterostructure are exactly the same to a ferromagnet and hence all the transport
properties are the same. Actually in this limit, the three diffraction beams converge into
one. So the exact sameness holds for arbitrary-order cutoff. To the opposite limit with q
approaching infinity, the HM spin points to any direction and the HM physics approaches
that of a normal insulator with no exchange coupling effect. In Fig. 3, numerical results of
the total transmissivity defined by Eq. (12) as a function of q are shown. The asymptotic
behaviors of large and small q’s are obvious. No spin-flipped transmission occurs for ferro-
magnet and normal insulator barriers, which also justifies the small and large-q asymptotic
behaviors of panel (b). The jumps occur at the two diffraction vanishing points discussed
above. In the region between the two limits, the transmission demonstrates a two step
jump from strong spin polarization to no spin polarization. It could be interpreted by the
picture that as q increases, spatial variation of the HM field strengthens and the spacial
accumulated effect is the counteraction between the up and down states, which weakens
the transmission polarization. For small q’s, T uu and T dd increase with q as the grating
effect enhances spin-polarized transmission. For larger q’s when both the diffracted beams
disappear, transmission becomes non-polarized slightly above the insulator case due to re-
mained small grating effect. For even larger q’s the transmission in the HM heterostructure
reproduces that of a normal insulator.
It can also be seen in panel (b) that as q increases, x-component exchange coupling enters
and increases giving rise to spin-flipped transmission. Difference between the +1 and −1
order diffraction is shown in panel (b) of Fig. 2. T ud and T du demonstrates a peak in
between the two diffraction vanishing points. For small q’s below the +1 order diffraction
vanishing point, coherence of the two diffracted beams suppresses spin flipped transmission.
For large q’s above the −1 order diffraction vanishing point, the spin flipped transmission
sharply decreases to zero due to that the diffracted transmission governs the spin-flipped
transport and both of the two diffracted beams go out of the horizon.
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Spin-dependent transmission as a function of the exchange coupling strength J for various
q’s is shown in Fig. 4. The small and large q limits are justified for all J ’s. In panel (a),
it can be seen that as q increases, T uu first increases from the ferromagnet case and then
decreases till it finally falls to the insulator case. For weak exchange coupling, difference in
the transmission between different q’s is small. From Fig. 3 it could be seen that q = 0.1 A˚−1
is far below the first diffraction-vanishing point close the the ferromagnet q = 0 A˚−1 case.
q = 1 is between the two diffraction vanishing points. q = 10 and 100 A˚−1 are far above the
diffraction-vanishing points and approach the insulator limit. It could be seen from all panels
in Fig. 4 that the transmission at q = 0.1 A˚−1 is the same as that of the ferromagnet to the
resolution of the figure. The spin-flipped transmission at q = 10 and 100 A˚−1 is zero which
is the same to both the ferromagnet and the insulator. The spin-conserved transmission at
q = 10 and 100 A˚−1 approaches but not equal to the insulator results. Transmission for
q = 1 A˚−1 characterizes the HM transport properties. The exchange coupling effect between
the traveling electron spin and the local HM magnetization counteracts the static electric
potential barrier. The transmissivity increases with J for small J ’s. For J ’s stronger than the
static barrier strength, the antiferromagnetic exchange coupling itself lifts the system energy
and decreases the transmissivity, which is demonstrated in panels (a) and (b). In panels
(c) and (d) for spin down incidence the exchange coupling can be looked as ferromagnetic,
it increases the transmission in all the parameter regime. In panels (a) and (d) T uu and
T dd are slightly larger than that of an insulator for relatively large q’s and J ’s. This could
also be interpreted by Fig. 3. For q’s larger than but not far away from the two diffraction
points, T uu = T dd and are slightly larger than TI as a result of the residual grating effect.
The larger the exchange coupling, the stronger the HM grating effect. The transmission
approaches the insulator limit at a larger spiral vector.
The pumped charge and spin currents in a single transport direction are shown in Fig.
5. It can be seen that corresponding to the transmission probability shown in Figs. 2 to
4, the pumped current demonstrates sharp dips and rises at the HM spiral wavevectors
that the diffracted spectrum disappears. As the diffracted spectrum dominates the spin-
flipped transmission, the x and y-component spin current is zero for q smaller than the
first diffraction-disappearing point or larger than the second diffraction-disappearing point
with zero Berry curvature. The time-dependent gate potentials are applied to the NM and
HM. The latter modulates the static potential barrier hight of the HM without changing
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the magnetization configuration or the exchange coupling strength. The purpose is to more
prominently demonstrate the grating effect and avoid multi-factor complexity. The asymp-
totic behaviors of the pumped charge and spin currents at small and large q’s naturally
follows that of the transmissivity.
In our proposed device, V1(t) is applied to the two NM electrodes modulating the Fermi
energy EF . The minus sign in Eq. (2) means positive V1(t) increases EF instead of sup-
pressing it. V2(t) modulates the HM potential barrier. Positive V2(t) increases the HM
potential barrier hight and suppresses transmission. The cosinusoidal oscillation phase of
V2(t) is φ = pi/2 in advance of V1(t). Contrary to the sinusoidal oscillation, this means
gate V1(t) opens in advance of gate V2(t). For a barrier gate, i.e. higher barriers generate
smaller transmission, this phase difference gives rise to a positive pumped current8. In our
situation, the diffraction-vanishing points occur at a larger q for increased Fermi energy.
As the two-step jump moves to larger q’s, T uu decreases and T dd increases at the same q.
The effect of V2(t) is similar to a gate for T
uu and similar to an anti-gate for T dd. There-
fore the z-component spin current is positive and demonstrates sharp peaks at two jumps
which reflects the substraction effect of spin-up and down transmission. Sign and variation
of the charge current is a little bit subtle. It is the addition effect of spin-up and down
transmission. T uu and T dd flows in opposite directions. For small and larger q’s, there is
a net positive charge current under the normal quantum gate-switching mechanisms of the
quantum pump8. For q’s near the two jumps Ic demonstrates a sharp decrease followed by
a sharp increase as the spin-up and down transmissions counteract each other.
The x and y components of the pumped spin currents are equal to zero at small and
large q limits, which is justified by ferromagnet and insulator transport properties. From
definition of the pumped spin current in Eq. (18), it can be seen that Isx is governed by
the added contribution of the up-down and down-up spin-flipped transmission multiplied by
a minus sign. From Fig. 3 we can see that T ud and T du both demonstrate a sharp hump
in between the two diffraction vanishing points. Therefore T ud and T du both decrease at
the left slope and increase at the right slope when EF is increased and the hump moves
to the larger-q region. V2(t) acts as a gate at the left slope and acts as an anti-gate at
the right slope. Taking into account the minus sign in Eq. (18), Isx demonstrates a sharp
negative dip at the first diffraction-vanishing point and demonstrates a sharp positive peak
at the second diffraction-vanishing point. Also defined in Eq. (18), Isy is governed by the
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subtracted contribution of the two spin-flipped transmission. We can also see in Fig. 3 (b)
that the jump of T ud at both the left and right slopes of the hump is larger than that of
T du. Considering the minus sign in Isy of Eq. (18) and the subtraction, Isy reverses sign
with magnitude about one-digit smaller relative to Isx.
In real transport measurements, the Fermi reservoir emits electrons with Poissonian dis-
tribution and usually a single beam transport cannot be generated or detected. We show in
Fig. 6 numerical results of the angular-averaged pumped charge and spin currents, which can
be directly compared with experiment. The angular-averaged pumped charge and spin cur-
rents include contributions from the two diffraction-vanishing steps in transmission and also
contributions from a general background pumped current by channels outside the diffraction
regime. From panels (a) and (b), it can be seen that the absolute magnitude of Ic is larger
than Isz with Isz bearing much stronger oscillations. These observations can be interpreted
by the two types of contributions. The general background charge current is larger than that
of z-component spin current, which is natural since Ic is much above Isz for a ferromagnet
and insulator. The diffraction governed contribution gives rise to much stronger oscillations
in angular-averaged Isz than angular-averaged Ic due to the opposite directions between the
spin-up and down pumped currents discussed previously. For different incident angles, the
corresponding diffraction-vanishing q points are different. As a result, the total Ic and Isz
contributed from all incident angles demonstrate multiple maximal and minimal points as a
function of q. Naturally the ferromagnet and insulator limits of the HM at small and large
q’s are justified in the experimentally observable pumping properties. Ic and Isz decrease
as the HM spiral wavevector q is increased due to less orbital channels contributing to the
pumped currents. The angular-averaged Isx and Isy are zero for all q values. It is because
that the transmission properties are symmetric around z-coordinate and contributions from
θin > 0 and θin < 0 channels to Isx and Isy cancel out.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we consider the quantum pumping properties in the NM/HM/NM het-
erostructure driven by two ac gate potentials. As the spin spirals in the x-z plane of the
HM, spin-dependent diffraction occurs in the scattering process. In the small and large q
limits, the transmissivity and pumping properties demonstrate asymptotic behavior towards
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that of a ferromagnet and normal insulator, respectively. The pumped charge and spin cur-
rents of a single transport angle demonstrate a singular increase and fall at the HM spiral
wavevector when the diffracted beam goes out of the horizon. The experimentally measur-
able angular-averaged pumped charge and z-component spin currents demonstrate multiple
sharp dips and rises as a function of the HM spiral wavevector. The angular-averaged
pumped charge and spin currents include contributions from the diffraction process and also
contributions from a general background pumped current by channels outside the diffrac-
tion regime. All the pumping properties can be interpreted by the quantum gate-switching
mechanisms.
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FIG. 1: Schematics of the quantum pump based on a normal-metal/helimagnet/normal-metal
(NM/HM/NM) triple-layer heterostructure. In the HM, the spin spirals in the x-z plane in the
trigonometric function. The blue arrows and dotted line indicate the spin and the spiral envelope
function respectively. The two time-dependent gate potentials are applied to the NM and HM
respectively. The HM layer is an extremely thin film. Its thickness is exaggerated to show the
helimagnet spiral.
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FIG. 2: Spin-dependent transmission of different diffracted orders as a function of the HM spiral
wavevector q. θin = 0.2, φin = 0.5 in radian. In panels (a) to (c), line color differentiates the
HM exchange coupling strength J . In panel (b), solid and dotted lines are for the order -1 and 1
transmission coefficients respectively.
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FIG. 3: Total spin-dependent transmission as a function of the HM spiral wavevector q. The
HM exchange coupling strength J = 100 meV. The incident angles are the same as Fig. 2. For
reference, the spin-up and down transmissions of a ferromagnet barrier are given in green dash-dot
and pink dash-dot-dot lines, respectively. Also, the transmission of a normal insulator barrier is in
a blue dotted line.
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FIG. 4: Total spin-dependent transmission as a function of the HM exchange coupling strength J
for different HM spiral wavevector q. The incident angles are the same as Fig. 2. Transmissions
of ferromagnet and normal insulator barriers are also given for reference.
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FIG. 5: Pumped charge and spin currents as a function of the HM spiral wavevector q in a certain
transport direction. Results for different HM exchange coupling strength J are given. The incident
angles are the same as Fig. 2.
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FIG. 6: Angular averaged pumped charge and z-component spin currents as a function of the HM
spiral wavevector q. The HM exchange coupling strength J is set to be 100 meV.
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